New Beginnings Ranch & Midwest Buffalo Company
Photography Policies and Waiver

Photo Guidelines:
Please understand New Beginnings Ranch & Midwest Buffalo Company is a working Buffalo and Horse
Ranch and the functions of the ranch and general safety for all must take precedence over all photo
shoots and other activities.













Guests may take photos of the public areas during normal business hours or as a part of a tour
or event rental group
All photography must be conducted without disruption to NBR/MWB normal operations.
Photographers cannot make stairwells, entrances/exits, high traffic areas, and activities
inaccessible including best path to safety in case of loose animals.
At no time shall any photographer or guest be in Buffalo or Horse pens without specific escort
from a Ranch owner or designee
Buffalo are dangerous animals and may charge leading to injury or death; all parties and
individuals understand this and will not hold New Beginnings Ranch, Midwest Buffalo Company,
its owners, family members or anyone or any organization responsible for injuries of any kind.
Photographers and guests understand there is inherent risk and accept this of their own free will
to participate for free or for fee.
We reserve the right to refuse access to NBR/MWB for a photo shoot, or to terminate a photo
shoot at any time for any reason if it is not in the best interest of NBR/MWB, our animals, our
staff, our guests and equipment.
You may not state or imply endorsement of or by NBR/MWB without written permission from
NBR.MWB.
You must stick to the approved areas for photography and never in Buffalo pens without a
designated escort.
The following items are not permitted at any time: confetti, rice, birdseed, open flames of any
kind, smoking is strictly prohibited, fireworks, tape, nails, putty, tacks, any sigs/banners hung
from NBR/MWB structures, aerosol cans, straws, or anything that could be harmful to our
animals in any way.







You are responsible for bringing any and all equipment and props. You are responsible taking all
belongings, including trash created during use of the facility, with you when you leave.
NBR/MWB does not assume responsibility for damage or loss of any merchandise, equipment,
personal articles, life or limb in any form.
In using New Beginnings ranch and Midwest Buffalo Company for your photo shoot, you agree
to assume complete financial liability and responsibility for any damage or loss of property
(including plant or animals) belonging to NBR/MWB, and for any personal injuries incurred
during or as a result of your use.
You will provide 5-7 professional images at a minimum to NBR/MWB for our use in marketing
and promotions without additional compensation as a part of your use of our facilities. You may
embed or watermark your business name on your images.

I, ___________________, have read and understand NBR/MWB photography policy. I understand that
failure to comply with these policies may result in the revocation of permission to use the facility &
phots taken, and the denial of future use of the property. I agree to comply with the terms of this
agreement and provide my credit card information for payment of damages.

Signature: __________________________________________ Date: ___________________________
Printed Name (Neatly): _________________________________________________________________
Phone: ________________________________ Email: ________________________________________
Credit Card Number: ___________________________________________________________________
Expiration: _________________ Code: _____ Billing Zip Code: ________________________________

